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Formation premiers secours ppt

1 First aid gesturesDiapohama made by Loïc and Virgil 2 PROTECTION If someone ends up in an accident (any type) must: protect yourself; Securing the perimeter Protecting your loved ones Protecting the victim 3 ALERTER To know if a person is conscious or not to take the hands of the victim and to give him two simple orders speaking loudly: -if you
hear me blink; - Give me your hand. You need to know if the person is breathing or not and because you have to open their mouth and place the ear above their mouth while looking at their belly. 4 ALERTER Once we know the victim's condition, we need to alert the emergency services that are: -EMS (15) -firefighters (18) -police (17) -European emergency
number (112) -UAS social (115) 5 ALERTER Do not close first . When one of these numbers is made, it must be said: -what I have seen; -the most precise address possible; -our identity; Don't hang up the first one. 6 SENT THE PERSON WHICH RESPIRASIf the person is breathing, it is necessary to put him in PLS. 7 SETRE PERSON WHICH DOES NOT
RESPIRE If the person does not breathe, it is necessary to start CPR. 8 SENT PERSON THAT DOES NOT RESPIRE If the person is not breathing and you can have a defibrillator you must use it. The use is very simple: it is the defibrillator that tells you what to do. 9 FIN 1 INIATION OF THE FIRST SECOURS 2 Presentation of trainingObjectives At the end
of training, you will be able to protect: you, a victim and potential witnesses, alert emergency aid to prevent aggravation of the victim's condition while waiting for the arrival of the rescue Aware of the importance of the citizen's role as the first link in the aid chain, and have the right reflexes in case of an accident. 3 Presentation trainingDur: 3 h Prevention
program Prevention Protection Alert Victim is unconscious and breathing Victim does not breathe - defibrillator 4 Presentation of training Work part deployment: study d a practical situation demonstration learning concrete techniques synthesis of the case 5 Presentation of trainingValuation You will have to: participate in all sessions to perform first aid
gestures during the learning phases participate at least once in a concrete case as Save 6 Prevention Program Protection Victim is unaware 7 Prevention of domestic accidents It is about identifying hazards and risks to avoid an accident. Falls Shocks Burns Poisoning Choking Choking 8 Prevention 9 Prevention 10 Prevention Protection Program Victim Is
Unconscious Victim Not Breathing 11 Protective Objectives At the end of this part, you will be able to provide immediate, adapted and permanent protection of the surrounding hazards and, in particular, over-accident 12 Protection Protection: to take a careful approach of the victim to observe whether the hazards threaten the rescuer and the victim to identify
persons who might be exposed to the dangers to ask with potential witnesses 13 Protection Real danger , immediate, vital, uncontrollable • Emergency clearanceReal protection sale, immediate, vital, uncontrollable, emergency clearance emergency to safely take the victim to pull the victim to the ground until he is in a safe place to act as quickly as possible
15 Protection special risk toxic fire risk fire risk of explosion risk of gas leakage electric risk 16 Protection m 17 population alertSee warning signal for populations 1mn41s 5s 93.2 Mhz 95.9 Mhz 105.6 Mhz 30 s 18 Protection of danger to the rescuer? Controllable danger? Delete the danger to the savior YES YES NO TAG danger alert area for the victim?
Controllable danger? Delete the danger to the victim YES NO emergency clearance possible? Does the emergency release YES DO NOT Tag Area Alert 19 Danger protection for witnesses? Controllable danger? Delete Danger to Witnesses YES NO Beacon Danger Zone Alert Clock To address and talk to victim 20 Prevention Protection Program Victim is
unconscious Victim is not breathing 21 Alert Targets At the end of this part, you will be able to ensure the transmission of alert to the most suitable emergency service 22 cannot function without his first link can work without the first link witness protecting , which alerts and performs first aid gestures 23 Alert Find the warning path Choose samu adapted
emergency service Send information ??? Pb? Where? 24 Prevention Program Protection Victim is on alert Victim is unconscious 25 Victim is unconsciousObjectives At the end of this part, you will be able to recognize unconsciousness enjoying breathing perform the necessary rescue gestures to an unconscious victim who breathes 26 The victim is
unconsciousfrench-red French 27 Balance and release of the airwaysVictim is unconscious Balance and release of airways : ask a simple question, give a simple order switch carefully back and lift your chin Observe your belly, feel with the cheek, listen to 28 Side Safety PositionVica is unconscious Side safety position Turning the victim as possible lateral
Limit cervical spine movements when the victim turns Stabilize the victim Avoid any chest compression Make sure the victim's mouth is open and directed to the ground 29 The victim is unconsciousInfan and the pregnant woman traumatized the victim lying on the belly the unconscious victim who has seizures 30 The victim is unconsciousAppeler help Is the
victim breathing? Release the airways YES Put on the side NO (Make) YES alert every minute Is the victim breathing? NO Part 6 31 Protection Program Victim Is Unconscious Victim Is Not Breathing 32 Victim Not BreathingObjectives At the end of this Part, you will be able to take care of a victim who is in cardiac arrest while waiting for a backup 33 Victim is
not breathing, most often, cardiac arrest Occurs primarily and is associated with a stop breathing It can be caused by heart disease (infarction) 50% of cases related to an abnormality of the electrical functioning of the heart: fibrillation 34 Lack of O2 - cardiac closureVictim does not breathe cardiac breathing can precede cardiac arrest: Airway obstruction
Poisoning water or electrical injuries Lack of O2 • Cardiac arrest 35 Victim does not breathe Risks : Lack of O2 in the heart and brain damage from the first minute 36 Early Defibrillation Early Medical CareVictim does not breathe Early Survival Chain Early WARNING Early RC Early Defibrillation Early Medical Care Early Care Early Care may increase the
victim's chances of survival by 10% 37 30 chest compressionsVictim does not breathe 30 chest compressions 4/5cm Victim is lying on his back and on a rough plane Vertical compression, between 4 and 5 cm, in the middle of the chest, in the middle of the sternum, at a frequency of 100/mn Release the chest completely between compressions 38 Victim
does not breathe2 Breathing Make sure the victim's respiratory camels remain free In breathing without draining Inhale slowly and gradually until the victim's chest begins to lift 39 Defibrillator - DSA or DEAVicinity does not breathe DSA or DSA DEA Start the defibrillator Place the electrodes as on the chart Manufacturer) Do not touch the victim during heart
rate analysis Follow the defibrillator instructions 40 Victim does not breatheSpecial breathingThe belly and chest does not pick up the sticker stamp of the drug Scar and case under the skin under the right knee Victim lying on a metal surface Victim lying on a wet floor DaE detects movement The device always asks to connect electrodes 41 Victim does not
breatheE alert Ask DAE RCP (30/2, 30/2, 30/2... Available DAE 1- turn on DAE 2- connect the electrodes 3- divert during analysis 4- comply with the allowed DAE shock indications? YES Deliver Shock NO RCP (30/2, 30/2, 30/2 ...) 42 Thank you for your attentionFirst aid Thank you for your attention and see you soon! 1. Emergency gestures the gift of
saving lives FirstsecoursesAlert 2. © French Red Cross - December 2006 Creation: Amarante - Illustrations: Nicolas CrouzevialLE ALERTER WARNING RADIO So m m a r e Major risks Warning p. 4 In practice p. 5 Toxic cloud p. 6 Flood p. 7 Protection for first aid and alert p. 8 Unconsciousness p. Cardiac arrest p.10 Hemorrhage p.12 Choking p.13 Chest
pain p.14 Burns p.15 Wounds p.16 Fractures p.17 To go further Actions that save p.18 First aid p.19 Emergency gestures gift of saving lives 4. 4 Alert What is an alert? This is the siren announcement of an immediate danger (toxic or radioactive clouds due to an accident, air strike ...). Allows everyone to take protective measures. Some risks are announced
by specific warning signals: dam failure, storm... The alert is confirmed by the radio. Warning Signals Turn on alert Three sounds separated by silence: the sound is modulated, rising and descending. Duration: 3 x 1 min Warning end No more danger: the siren emits a continuous signal. Duration: 30 seconds Good reflexes Keep you down! You need to lock
yourself in a room, preferably without a window, calming, i.e. by carefully blocking the openings and stopping ventilation, air conditioning and heating. This is the most effective immediate protection for most threats. In the event of a disaster, radio is often your only source of information. Listen immediately to France-Inter (1852m G.O. or in medium waves or
in France-Info. You will receive risk information and instructions to follow. A local radio station can then be provided for more complete information. Be patient! Don't go out, even if the information seems long. Risksmajures 5. 5 Risks In Practice Alert: numbers to be known Fire Department: 18 UAS: 15 Police and Jandarmerie: 17 European Emergency
Number: 112 Notify them quickly, but only to report an immediate danger. Take precautions Find the location of the electricity breaker and gas and water infed valves at home. They have a permanent supply of drinking water and food (canned, sugars, condensed milk, pasta, rice, etc.). Keep an emergency kit, some money, a radio powered by batteries and
spare batteries, warm clothes, essentials, personal documents and a powerful flashlight in an easily accessible location. In case of evacuation, never evacuate a place without orders from the authorities. Stay patient and ignore the rumors. Don't take the elevator, it might lock. It helps people in need. Take your security needs with you. Avoid bulky packages.
Take the recommended routes. After a disaster strikes Watch out for shore cables and beware of landslides. Remember that a lit cigarette can cause an explosion (gas, fuel). Never approach a disaster zone or a place of disaster. 6 Toxic Cloud Risk Identification A toxic cloud is not always visible and detectable for odor. The alert is usually given by the siren
or directly by the authorities. Find out first If you live near a high-risk industrial area (SEVESO sites, nuclear power plants), read carefully the preventive information that can be provided to you. Good Reflexes As soon as you hear the warning signal, limit yourself and listen to France-Inter or France-Info: Join a closed room immediately. Close doors and
windows. Turn on the radio. Carefully lock cracks in doors, windows and holes with a damp cloth or scotch. Turn off ventilation, air conditioning and heating. Get away from the windows. Never open a window to find out what's going on outside. Be patient, do not leave the shelter without government authorization (end of radio alert or continuous siren signal).
Do not call so as not to clutter the network and make it easier for the emergency services to use it. If the evacuation order is given... Go ahead with it radio, warm clothes, essential medicines, personal documents, some money and a flashlight. Riskmajeurs 7. 7 First flood reaction Follow the instructions of the authorities; Protect yourself as soon as the waters
rise. Good Reflexes Place valuable objects or documents on floors or sea, as well as drinking water and food. Keep toxic products safe from rising water (pesticides, cleaning products, etc.). Try to block the small openings of your home (doors, sighs, etc.). Put the animals in the shelter, on the highs. Turn off the electricity and gas. Be prepared to evacuate
your house if necessary. Stay away from streams during storms. Limit your journey. Never walk or drive through a flooded area. Don't wait until the last minute to evacuate. Risksmajures 8. 8 Protection and alert Faced with any accident situation, the priority is to protect the area and then alert the emergency services in the most accurate way possible.
Protection of the accident site Do not take unnecessary initiatives to avoid any risk of over-accident. Examine the situation: &gt; if there is any danger, it should be removed (e.g. turn off the electric current); &gt; if the danger cannot be removed, do not approach or prevent access to the danger zone (e.g. gas leaks). Send alert Analyze the situation and then
send a witness to send the alert: &gt; for medical emergencies and medical advice, dial 15 (Samu); &gt; for emergency rescue, call 18 (Firefighters) or 112 (European emergency number). The message must have five elements: &gt; the telephone number from which it is called, &gt; the nature of the accident and the possible dangers that persist, &gt; the
exact location of the accident (city, street, number, building, near...), &gt; number of people involved, &gt; description of the condition of the injured and first actions taken. Before closing, the savior must wait for any instructions. First course 9. 9 Unconsciousness What you need to know While waiting for help to arrive, it is imperative to put any unconscious
person breathing in a side-safe position. This prevents the tongue from falling back and allows regurgitation, blood and vomiting to be discharged outwards. Therefore, this position avoids suffocation. What to do Call for help if you're alone. Check his state of consciousness by asking him to shake hands, answer a question. If he doesn't respond and has no
reaction, is unconscious. Unseel tight clothing (neck, scarf, belt, pants ...). To check that the person is breathing properly: &gt; carefully tilt the victim's head pulling the chin up and make sure that nothing obstructs the upper airways; &gt; remove any visible foreign objects; &gt; approach the cheek of the victim's mouth and nose and perceive or listen to breath
(here the victim breathes). Stretch your arm on the side of the roller at the right angle of the body and bend the elbow. Grab your foot opposite the rollback, behind the knee, or your foot on the ground. Then turn the victim towards you, holding his hand to his ear. Remove your hand from under the victim's head. Adjusts the bent leg and stabilizes the victim.
While waiting for help, follow the victim, including breathing and consciousness. First course 10. Cardiac arrest What you need to know When a person is unconscious, not breathing, not moving, coughing, ringing or calling samu (15) as soon as possible and requesting an external automatic defibrillator (AED) or equipping with AED if immediately available.
What to do Lie the victim on a heavy blow (not on a bed). Make sure the victim's not breathing. Kneel next to him, keep his head tilted, immediately perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation: &gt; put your hands on each other in the middle of the chest, raised fingers not pressing on the ribs; &gt; arms outstretched, press hard with the heel of the hand, putting the
weight of the body in it; &gt; make 30 compressions on the chest alternating with 2 mouth-to-mouth breaths; &gt; take a deep breath and apply your mouth wide open to them; blow twice in the mouth, so that the chest raised; &gt; between each compression, completely release the pressure on the chest. Continue to: &gt; implement a &gt; AED relay by
emergency services &gt; resume breathing. First course 10 11. 11 Get started As soon as an external automatic defibrillator is available, press the DAE button. It is imperative to follow the voice and/ or visual indications given by the device, they allow different operations to be performed more quickly and safely. The DAE requires the electrodes to be
connected and placed on the victim's chest. The position of the electrodes must be consistent with the pattern visible on the electrodes or on their packaging. Once connected, the DAE performs a heart rate analysis. If shock is necessary &gt; DAE announces shock is indicated and asks to stay away from the victim. &gt; Make sure no one touches the victim;
for this, announce out loud: Get away from it! &gt; Let the DAE trigger the electric shock, or press the shock button when the device requests it. &gt; Start or resume cardiopulmonary resuscitation without delay, starting with chest compressions. Do not remove the defibrillation electrodes. &gt; Continue to follow your device's recommendations. If shock is not
necessary &gt; DAE proposes to perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation starting with chest compressions, do not remove the defibrillation electrodes. &gt; Continue to follow aED recommendations until help arrives. 12. 12 First course Bleeding of the nose Do not prolong the person. Squeeze the nara for at least 10 minutes with the head tilted forward. If
bleeding persists, consult a doctor. Special cases The victim has a bleeding wound with a foreign body The foreign body should not be removed under any circumstances, as it reduces bleeding and its removal could aggravate the damage. If the bleeding around the foreign body is significant, perform manual compression by pressing immediately on each
side of the object by bringing the banks closer to the wound. In the absence of bleeding treat as a pain. Hemorrhages What you need to know External bleeding is most often caused by trauma. What to do In case of external bleeding: &gt; compress the bleeding area with your hand; &gt; then prolong the victim; &gt; if you need to go and give alert yourself,
replace the compression by hand with a compressive bandage; &gt; if bleeding persists, while waiting for help, make a second compressive dressing on top of the first. 13. Choking What you need to know When a person has a foreign object (food or object) stuck in his or her throat, he or she risks choking. Characteristic signs: the person holds his neck, has
an open mouth, does not cough; her breathing is completely interrupted or she breathes hard. What to do - ask her if she's choking. Give five slaps to the back of the victim, between the two shoulder blades, with the hand bowl open. If the palms fail: &gt; sit behind the person, the back applied to the chest; &gt; put your arms under him, position a closed fist,
slap the ground a little below the empty stomach and hold the fist with the other hand; &gt; dry pressure is applied to and up; &gt; if the person cannot breathe his or her breath, this manoeuvre as often as necessary until the expulsion of the foreign body; &gt; then call the victim's attending physician for advice on what to do about the incident. In an adult or
child over 1 year only First course 14. 14 Chest pain What you need to know Chest pain are two main categories of emergency. Cardiac emergencies: Heart pain, for example, is described by the patient as a sense of the coward surrounding his chest. It can reach the arm, shoulder and sometimes jaw. The person is very anxious, pale and may have nausea.
Respiratory emergencies: Respiratory pain is most often present on one side of the chest. It can be severe if accompanied by respiratory discomfort or discomfort, as well as sputum. What to do Samu Call (15). Ask the victim to stop any activity, suggest that they lie down or put themselves in the position where they feel best. While waiting for help, ask the
person how long they have felt this pain, if it is the first time, if they are taking treatment for this type of pain, or if they have already been hospitalized for it. If she has ever had heartache, she must definitely have a drug that goes under her tongue. Give it to him (it doesn't spare you from calling for help). Watch out for the victim, the rate of breath and the
level of consciousness. If the person is in cardiac arrest in your presence, immediately start cardiopulmonary resuscitation (see page 10). First course 15. 15 Burns What to know Burns is said to be severe if they are extended (more than half of the victim's palm), if they affect certain parts of the body (face, orifices) or if they involve a child. Immediate severity
depends on circulatory disorders that can cause a major burn. What to do In any case, tell your doctor; and if the burn appears to be severe, call UAS (15), firefighters (18) or 112. While waiting for help and whatever the cause of the burn: &gt;wet it thoroughly with cold water for 5 minutes; &gt; remove clothes, leaving those that stick to the skin; &gt; prolong
burned, cover it, monitor its state of consciousness and breathing. If the combustion was caused by a chemical: &gt; well water; &gt; must verify that the injured person has not swallowed any; &gt; if in doubt, call samu (15). If the burning is simple (no sign of severity): &gt;it water with water until the pain subsides; &gt; disinfect it with an antiseptic (no
alcohol); &gt;protect it with a bandage and watch it as a small wound. Remember to check that the victim is properly vaccinated against tetanus. First course 16. 16 Wounds What you need to know A single or multiple wound is severe if it is: lying in the chest, stomach or eye, face; shredded (bite); (caused by a knife, a cutter, a projectile ...). What to do If the



wound is severe: Call for help: Samu (15), firefighters (18) or 112. Install the victim: &gt; in a half-seated position, if the wound is on the chest; &gt; flat back, bent thighs, horizontal legs, if the wound is in the stomach; &gt; flat back with his head caught, if the wound is in the eye; &gt; in a horizontal position for all other locations. Talk to the victim regularly,
explain what's going on and comfort her. Protect it from cold, heat or bad weather. If the wound is simple: &gt; wash your hands and wound with soap and water; &gt; disinfect the wound with an antiseptic and then protect it with a bandage. Look for the wound: if it turns red, hot or painful, consult your doctor. Remember to check that the victim is properly
vaccinated against tetanus. First course 17. 17 Fractures What you need to know There is definitely a fracture if: a crack is sounded, there is localized pain, the limb is deformed, total impotence is found. Complications can be numerous: damage to the joint of broken limbs, infectious risk for open fractures, damage to nerves, muscles and vessels. An open
fracture (a wound in the affected limb) is a serious fracture, as there is a risk of a significant infection. For upper limb injuries (arms and forearms), the injured person can go to the hospital with a doctor or wait for a doctor to arrive. It is important to immobilize a fractured limb while waiting for help. What to do In general, call Samu (15) urgently when: &gt;
fractures are multiple and/or involve the pelvis, thigh, spine or skull; &gt; the fracture is open; &gt; the victim is not feeling well: discomfort, sweating... If the fracture is open, cover it with sterile compresses or, if not, with a clean cloth. If the fracture affects an upper limb (forearm or arm): the arm is often spontaneously supported by the victim (it is less painful in
this position). The victim will be left in this position until emergency services arrive. If the fracture affects a lower limb (thigh, leg, or foot): in most cases, the arrival of emergency services will be expected without moving the victim. Avoid moving and handling the fractured limb. First course 18. 18 Gestures that save the French Red Cross offer two types of
teaching open to the general public. Introduction to First Aid (IPS) This is a brief preparation in simple attitudes and actions to be known in the event of an accident: protection &gt; and alert, &gt; examination and surveillance of the victim, &gt; lateral safety position, &gt; cardiopulmonary resuscitation. Duration: 1 hour These initiations are offered ad hoc
during regular operations carried out by the local Red Cross delegation closest to you. First Aid Training Certificate (FPS) This teaching deepens the learning of all first aid actions. THE FPS is a state-recognized diploma and provides access to the European Patent for First Aid of the Red Cross and Red Crescent. Duration: 8 to 12 hours, cut in half-day,
evenings or weekends, depending on the course. All Red Cross delegations offer this training module. To go laplusloin To learn more... Call the National Red Cross Reception Number: 0 820 16 17 18 (0.12 euro/min) or visit www.croix-rouge.fr 19. 19 Pourallerplusloin First Aid &gt; If you like to work as a team &gt; If you are looking for a &gt; civic, dynamic,
rewarding If you want to acquire new skills, useful for you and your loved ones in everyday life. &gt; If you are ready to respond to an emergency and assist victims of accidents or disasters. &gt; Join the network of 15,000 French Red Cross rescue workers. Conditions to be met: hold the first aid training certificate (FPS); Follow the internal training to allow
you to access first aid activities as a team (rescue team). To know according to his interests each first aid worker can follow one or more specializations proposed by the Red Cross: psychological support, situations of exceptions, telecommunications ... 20. 98 rue Didot - 75694 Paris Cedex 14 Tel: 01 44 43 11 00 - Fax: 01 44 43 11 01 - www.croix-rouge.fr
For: - better know the Red Cross, - learn the gestures that save, - become the originator japor JAPD, call the red cross delegation closest to you. Contact: 0 820 16 17 18 (0.12 euro/min) Website: www.croix-rouge.fr Red Cross in figures One institution 1,080 local delegations 100 departmental delegations 22 regional delegations 60 000 volunteers 16,270
employees Senior operator Solidarity for Vulnerable Persons 1,000 social action schemes in France 1 million people helped the First National First Aid Educator 15,000 first responders each year, including 3,000 trainers 800 volunteer training centres 85 vocational training centres 90,000 people initiated at actions saving / year 100,000 first aid workers (FPS)
/ year 20,000 people trained under rescue aid-first aid work / year 700,000 people initiated alert and first aid under the JAPD / year
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